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MISSION STATEMENT
We design, produce and deliver the highest quality protective solutions in the world. We accomplish this  
by driving innovation, continuously improving our quality management system and exceeding customer  
expectations.

Firefighters and EMS personnel are often the first to respond to shooting scenes and can often find themselves 
in contact with high risk individuals in potentially dangerous situations. These emergency responders make up 
the core of a fire department’s ability to serve a community. Providing first responders with protective equipment 
wherever attacks are likely to occur is critical for their safety. 

For over 45 years, Point Blank has been at the forefront of developing the most  
advanced ballistic systems that are engineered to provide the ultimate combination  
of protection, adaptability and functionality.  Today, Point Blank continues to deliver  
the highest quality body armor systems in the world by driving innovation and  
continuously exceed customer expectations.

At Point Blank, we work tirelessly to understand  
the needs of our customers. We offer a wide 
variety of concealable and crossover 
carriers, as well as plate carriers, helmets 
and hard armor plates with different 
levels of protection against rifle 
rounds and armor piercing 
ammunition. These protective  
solutions are special ly  
designed to provide high  
performance protection in the  
most challenging environments. 
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POINT BLANK UTILIZES A BLEND OF HIGH STRENGTH FIBERS, WHICH ARE 6 TO 9 
TIMES STRONGER THAN STEEL ON AN EQUAL WEIGHT BASIS

How Does soft body armor

Since soft body armor deforms backward upon impact, it also deforms backward 
into the wearer of the vest. The damage to tissue caused by this transfer of kinetic 
energy is called blunt trauma. Minimizing blunt trauma helps save lives, since it not 
NIJ requirements.

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

When a bullet or projectile strikes body armor, it is caught in a “web” of high 
performance fibers that are layered and stitched to exceed certain bullet resistant 
specifications. The engaged fibers absorb and disperse the impact energy that is 
transmitted to the vest from the bullet, causing the bullet to deform or “mushroom”. 
Additional energy is absorbed by each successive layer of material in the vest, 
until such time as the bullet has been stopped. Because the fibers work together in 
both the individual layer and with other layers of material in the vest, a large area of 
the garment becomes involved in preventing the bullet from penetrating, as well as 
dissipating the forces which can cause non-penetrating injuries to internal organs.

Point Blank Ballistic Material      NIJ Standard
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SOFT BODY ARMOR

PROTECTION AGAINST BALLISTIC THREATS

PROTECTION  AGAINST BLUNT TRAUMA

 Work

only reduces internal injury, but prevents 
temporary incapacitation during the initial hit, 
allowing the wearer to respond immediately in a 
highthreat situation. In testing against a soft clay 
backstop, a 1.7” (44 mm) deformation is the 
maximum indication of blunt trauma allowed by 
the National Institute of Justice (NIJ). As 
illustrated, Point Blank holds itself to an internal 
standard that is more stringent than NIJ 
requirements.

Ceramic plates are designed to stop 

which have a penetrating steel pin in 

the bullet.   Plates are engineered by 

bonding a layer of ceramic to a hard 

panel made of multiple layers of ballistic 

material wrapped in a fabric covering.

As the bullet hits the plate, the hard 

ceramic strike face begins to break up the 

bullet while the ballistic material begins 

to absorb the energy of the penetration. 

The round continues to break apart as 

the ballistic material extracts energy,  

decelerating the projectile and catching 

of blunt trauma, the injury caused by an 

impacting bullet. 

ceramic

ballistic

In the United States, body armor levels are certified by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ). The levels are IIA, II, IIIA, III,
and IV. The body armor classes are often described by what sort of weaponry they guard against. The lowest level body
armor can only be relied on to protect against bullets with relatively low energy, which tend to have less force on impact.
Some higher level body armor can protect against higher energy bullets (i.e. 44 magnum and 357 magnum). Categories IIA
through IIIA are soft and concealable. Type III and Type IV use hard or semi-rigid plates to defeat high energy rifle rounds.

ballistic ceramic top layer 
combined with a laminated
blend of unidirectionally oriented
fiber bundles which work together 
to stop bullets and fragments. 
Some ultra lightweight plates 
do not incorporate ceramics in
their construction. These 
non-ceramic designs are effective
against Level III threats. Ceramic
hard armor works by disrupting
the aerodynamic shape of the 
bullet and dissipating the energy 
through the shattering of the 
ceramic top layer. The blunted or 
shattered bullet and the ceramic fragments (secondary 
projectile) are caught in the laminated blend of high 
performance fibers, thereby inhibiting penetration.

Level IIA

c a l i b e r  LEVEL
NIJ Standard

0101.06 
Velocities

 9mm 124 gr. FMJ RN
40 S&W 9mm 40 S&W

Level II

Level IIIA

Level III

Level IV

 9mm 124 gr. FMJ RN
.357 Magnum 158 gr. JSP

 357 Sig 125 gr. FN
.44 Magnum 240 gr. JHP

7.62mm NATO 148 gr. 
(.308 Caliber) FMJ

30.06 166 gr. 
(.30 Caliber) M2AP Armor Piercing

1225 ft/s
1155 ft/s

1305 ft/s
1430 ft/s

2880 ft/s

2780 ft/s

1470 ft/s
1430 ft/s

9mm 357 Mag.

7.62mm (.308 cal.)

30.06 (.30 Cal.)

NIJ Standard                              0101.06

44 Mag.

357 Sig

HARD BODY ARMOR
INSIDE HARD ARMOR PLATE

NIJ O1O1.O6 STANDARD FOR
BULLET RESISTANCE

How Does hard body armor Work

Hard body armor typically incorporates an ultra-hard,
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BALLISTICS

Inside our world-class PBEI Technology and  
Testing Center, a state-of-the-art ballistic laboratory  
allows us to continuously develop maximum- 
performance products which consistently exceed 
National Institute of Justice (NIJ), U.S. Military, 
Government (DEA and FBI) and International testing 
requirements. The Center also includes a dedicated 
R&D Garment Design Department that designs 
cutting-edge concealable and tactical carriers and 
a host of tactical accessories with the highest 
level of ergonomic fit and finish. This combination 
of ballistic expertise and garment design provides 
a seamless culmination of the most advanced 
body armor systems that are unparalleled in 
ballistic protection and comfort.  

At Point Blank, we strive to produce systems that 
combine maximum comfort and mobility with split 
-second adaptability.  We are excited to offer you the 
latest advancements in ballistic technology and more 
options according to your required threat level and 
specifications for weight and  performance.

6

STANDARD

*    Exceeds NIJ, DEA and FBI testing requirements.
**  Exceeds new FBI 4.1 requirements. All models, data and specifications are subject to modification by manufacturer without notice.

BALLISTICS BALLISTICS
       Protecting Your Community starts with equipping yourself with body armor that not only meets the highest   
   level of protection but also exceeds your expectations for lightweight comfort and performance. At Point  
Blank, we’re constantly pushing the limits beyond what you thought was possible in ballistic technology.  
We currently have more NIJ .06 certified products than any other ballistics company in the industry with a key 
emphasis of providing our customers with lighter, more flexible body armor systems with greater ballistic  
capabilities. More First Responders trust the Point Blank brand because when it comes to meeting your needs  
for life protecting technology, expectations can never be too high.  
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NIJ LEVEL II

NIJ LEVEL IIIA
Model Size Weight Thickness V50 .357 SIG V50 44 MAG

CIIIA-2 C1/C5 1.47 0.30 1721 1660

BCIIIA C1/C5 1.25 0.30 1847 1636

AXIIIA** C1/C5 0.87 0.20 1870 1745

Model Size Weight Thickness V50 9mm FMJ    V50 .357 MAG

CII-3 C1/C5 1.20 0.25 1606 1588

BII C2/C5 0.87 0.23 1711 1693

AXII C1/C5 0.63 0.18 1794 1761
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Features
• Self-Suspending Ballistic System (SSBS) prevents the 
 ballistic panels from sagging and bunching inside 
 the carrier
• Ergonomically designed for a tailored fit, appearance, 
 and minimum visibility
• Durable poly/cotton exterior fabric
• Cross-open shoulder design
• Available plate pockets - 5”x 8”, 6” x 8”, 
 7” x 9”, and 8”x 10”
• One 5”x8” soft trauma insert
• Two 2”x7” Breathe-O-Prene® shoulder straps
• Four 2”x12” elastic side straps provide 
 8-point adjustability
• One elastic cummerbund - 4” x 19” for sizes 
 up to 48 and 4” x 27” for sizes 50+
• Hidden ballistic zipper opening
• Narrow split front shirt-tail design provides a secure, 
 less bulky fit (available with or without)
• Moisture wicking shirt-tail mesh material improves 
 air flow and breathability
• Colors: Navy, Black, Tan, and White

Options, Upgrades and Accessories: 
• Concealable kit - Two carriers, one ballistic 
 (front and back), and one soft trauma plate
• Additional Poly/cotton carrier
• Blade plates or Trauma insert plates
• ThorShield for electroshock weapon protection
• ArmorVent™ Retrofit Kit for improved ventilation
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SD6
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Optional System Features
    • Interior can accept Spacer mesh Panels 
    • Zipper adapters 
    • Hang ID 
    • Epaulets 

Options, Upgrades and Accessories: 
    • SPEED Plates 
    • Hard Armor Plates
    • Interior can accept ARMORVENT™ panels
    • ThorShield™ Electroshock Weapon Protection 

Features:
• Exterior carrier fabric constructed of 500 Denier  
   Cordura®

• Removable ID Panels: 
          • Front – 2” x 9” or 2” x 11” ID panel 
        (Size dependent), 1” x 5” Name Panel 
        and 3” x 3” badge using VELCRO® brand  
        fasteners
          • Back – 2” x 9” or 2” x 11” VELCRO® brand 
        fasteners ID panel (Size dependent) 
• Top loading plate pockets for plates  
• Dual plate pockets make the larger vest 
  able to accept smaller rifle plates 
• 5” x 8” Trauma Plate Pocket (All Sizes) 
• Center Mic/Camera attachment 
• Left and Right Mic Tabs 
• Ambidextrous sewn pouches 
• Utility Pouches 
• Adjustable and reversible side elastic  
   closure 
• Adjustable and removable internal cummerbund 
• Variable spacing circular button holes for name  
   and badge attachment 
• Note Pad Pocket with VELCRO® brand fastener closure 
• Color options: Black, Ranger Green, OD Green, Multi-cam,  
   Midnight Navy, Coyote, and Red

Combining the ergonomic design of a concealable 
carrier with the functionality of a load-bearing vest,  
the OD-Carrier provides the best combination of 
protection, adaptability, and versatility. Ideally suited 
for daily wear in any environment, the OD-C Standard 
Carrier includes several new design features which 
make it the ideal choice for equipment carrying  
assignments. 

Point Blank’s SD6 Concealable Body Armor System 
is specially designed to defeat specific threats and to 
suit personal needs for comfort and fit.  The ergonomic 
design and distinctive shape of this ultra-flexible carrier 
provides comprehensive protective coverage while  
offering highly mobile functionality – ideally suited  
for daily wear in any environment.

ODC-STANDARD

MADE IN USA

FRONT ANGLED

Front View Back View
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FRONT BACK

FRONT ANGLED

STANDARD

BALLISTICS
AVAILABLE[ ]

TO NIJ STANDARD 0101.06

IIIA+IIIAII STANDARD

BALLISTICS
AVAILABLE[ ]

TO NIJ STANDARD 0101.06

IIIA+IIIAII

CONCEALABLE CROSSOVER
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FRK-360

• Dual bottom loading plate pockets on front and  
   back; outer (strike face) pocket fits 10”x12” Rifle  
   plates and inner (body side) pocket fits foam along  
   with 10”x12” speed plates/ballistic panel/steel plate.
• 2” webbing adjustable shoulder strap with  
   VELCRO® brand fastener closure.
• Removable foam padded shoulders.
• External cummerbund with bungee/cord lock  
   system in back.
• External cummerbunds also feature envelope style  
   opening at top for ballistic inserts with an elastic  
   VELCRO® brand fastener strap system on the 
   inside for side hard armor plates.
• The loop on the Cummerbund extends onto MOLLE  
   for more adjustability.
• 360 degree MOLLE all around carrier.
• External Cummerbund is available in small, medium  
   and large.
• Back Drag strap/man down strap.
• Made FOR and BY First Responders to meet their needs  
   in the ever changing dynamics of emergency services.
• Completely customizable for every critical mission, budget,  
   and department need.
• Custom ID placards for easy and immediate identification 
• Colors available: Black, Ranger Green, O.D. Green,  
   Coyote, Red and Wolf Gray

Plate Options: 
     • 6” x 6”
        • 10” x 12” Shooter’s Cut
        • 10” x 12” Rectangular Cut 
     • SPEED Plate 

The FRK-360 Plate Carrier accommodates a  variety of  
hard armor plates (ceramic, polyethylene  or steel) and is  
also specially designed to be worn  over turnout gear.   
Easy to don and doff,  exceptionally durable and adjustable,  
the FRK-360  provides the best combination of protection,  
 adaptability and function. 

External cummerbund with  
bungee/cord lock system in backFRONT VIEW

SHOWN IN 
WOLF GRAY

MADE IN USA
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MADE IN USA
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FAS-TC GEN II
The FAS-TC Gen II side-opening, light tactical  
vest offers high performance ballistic protection  
integrated in a fully functional design to achieve  
maximum maneuverability. Ergonomically  
engineered to allow maximum freedom of  
movement while offering optimal protective  
coverage, the New FAS-TC Gen II provides the  
versatility to adapt to any mission.

Features:
• Available with NIJ-Standard-0101.06 Level IIIA  
   ballistic systems
• Exceptionally strong and durable 500 denier  
   Cordura® outershell construction
• Front and back top loading plate  
   pockets fits 8” x 10” or 10” x 12”  
   hard armor plates (Size dependent)
• MOLLE compatible webbing  
   attachment system accommodates  
   equipment pouches in the front  
   and back of the carrier
• One size fits most, adjustable  
   shoulder straps for improved fit  
   and comfort
• External Cummerbund composed  
   of hook/loop closure on the front  
   flap of the carrier and Bungee lace  
   adjustment system behind the back  
   flap of the carrier
• Internal Cummerbund for superior  
   weight distribution support
• Front and Back 3” x 11” ID Panels (Size dependent)
• Durable rear drag handle 

Options:
• Ballistic throat, collar, biceps, lower abdomen,  
   lower back and groin protection
• Hard Armor Plates
• Interior can accept ARMORVENT® Retrofit Panels
• WARSOC™ H3 Buckles
• ThorShield® Electroshock Weapon Protection 
• Pouches shown are optional

Colors: Black, Coyote, Multi-cam, Ranger Green,  
              OD Green, Midnight Navy and Wolf Gray

STANDARD

BALLISTICS
AVAILABLE[ ]

TO NIJ STANDARD 0101.06

IIIA+IIIAII
STANDARD

BALLISTICS
AVAILABLE[ ]

TO NIJ STANDARD 0101.06

IIIA+IIIAII

FRONT

BACK

BACK

FRONT

PLATE CARRIER TACTICAL VEST



Features
  • Exterior carrier fabric constructed of 500 Denier  
     Cordura®

  • Carrier exterior color options: Midnight Navy,        
     Black, OD Green, Ranger Green , and Red
  • Interior fabric: same as exterior
  • Carrier interior color is the same as exterior
  • Removable ID panels:
          • Front: 3”x8.75” or 3”x10.5” VELCRO® brand 
        fasteners ID panel (Size Dependent)
          • Back: 3”x8.75” or 3”x10.5” VELCRO® brand  
        fasteners ID panel (Size Dependent)
  • Top loading plate pocket
  • 5 rows of MOLLE (Front and Back)
  • Side wings with stiffener
  • Adjustable via back flap with bungee stabilizing  
     system
  • Accommodates ballistic inserts
  • Heavy duty reinforced “man down” strap
  • Adjustable shoulder straps with VELCRO® brand  
     fasteners
  • Base Vest includes:
  • Carrier (Front/Back)
  • Ballistic panels (Front/Back)
  • Complete Set includes (in addition to base):
   • Two removable bicep protectors
   • Two removable shoulder protectors
   • Removable throat protector
   • Removable yoke/collar protector
   • Removable groin protector

Options, Upgrades and Accessories: 
    • SPEED Plates 
    • Hard Armor Plates
    • Interior can accept ARMORVENT™ panels
    • ThorShield™ Electroshock Weapon Protection 

The Point Blank International is specially designed 
to meet global needs for a dual-functioning carrier 
which incorporates the contoured shape of a  
concealable vest which can also be worn externally 
as a tactical vest. This extremely versatile body  
armor system offers optimum adjustability with  
instant rifle protection by inserting hard armor plates 
in the front and back, easy access pockets. The  
result - maximum protection and total comfort at an  
exceptional value.
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INTERNATIONAL
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MADE IN USA

Front View Back View
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OPERATOR GEN II
Ideal for tactical officers who need functional load-carrying capabilities with the 
versatility to adapt to any operation, the OPERATOR Gen II will hold up to the 
toughest demands while offering superior protection.

• Shoulder cut allows proper stock weld 
 
• Ultra low-profile protective coverage
 
• Modular system accommodates  
   optional collar, throat, biceps, side  
   gap, groin and lower back armor  
   protection; accepts side SAPI carriers
 
• Front and back 10” x 12” internal plate  
   pockets 
 
• Front abdominal flap secures external   
   cummerbund and includes kangaroo  
   pouch for documents or holster 
 
• Adjustable shoulder strapping system 
 
• Emergency extraction drag strap 
 
• Available in Laser Cut
 
• Available colors: Black, Coyote, OD    
   Green, Ranger Green and Multi-Cam

STANDARD

BALLISTICS
AVAILABLE[ ]

TO NIJ STANDARD 0101.06

IIIA+IIIAII

STANDARD

BALLISTICS
AVAILABLE[ ]

TO NIJ STANDARD 0101.06

IIIA+IIIAII

FRONT ANGLED

BACK

TACTICAL VEST TACTICAL VEST

FRONT

BACK
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STEEL PLATE

SPEED PLATE PLUS

Construction: Unidirectional Polyethylene & Ceramic
Protection Type/Level: Special (rifle) 
Curvature: Multi Curve
Configuration: Stand-alone 
Thickness: 0.55”

Engineered to protect against high energy bullets, our SPEED Plates Plus are ultra-light, multi-hit protective inserts 
that consistently delivers exceptional ballistic performance against a wide-range of  “special threats” bullets. As 
a Stand-Alone plate, it provides additional stopping power along with a high degree of trauma reduction, equaling 
unparalleled ballistic protection.

MADE IN USA

Multi-hit/Special Threats Tested:
   • 5.56mm x 45mm 55gr Ball (M193)
   • 5.56mm x 45mm 62gr Ball (M855) 
   • 7.62mm x 39mm 123gr PS Ball (Mild Steel Core)

Weight
1.5 lbs.
1.7 lbs.
2.1 lbs.
2.2 lbs.
2.7 lbs.
3.2 lbs. 
5.1 lbs. 
3.5 lbs. 
4.3 lbs. 
5.0 lbs. 
5.8 lbs. 
6.6 lbs.

Sizes
5” x 7” 
5” x 8” 
6”x6” 
6” x 8” 
7” x 9” 
8” x 10” 
10” x 12”   

7.5” x 11.75”   

8.5” x 11.75”   

9.5” x 12.75”  

10.5” x 13.75”  
11” x 14”  

Exceptionally durable and ultra-thin, the NIJ .06 Level III 555 Steel Plate provides unparalleled protection against high 
velocity rounds and is available with a spall sleeve solution. The 555 Steel Plate fits into a variety of tactical plate  
carriers including the PCP Plate Carrier, Point Blank Plate Carrier, and FRK-360, among others. 

Sizes                                          Weight
5” x 8” Full-Size Cut   2.80 lbs.
6” x 6” Full-Size Cut   2.65 lbs.
7” x 9” Full-Size Cut   4.50 lbs.
8” x 10” Shooter’s Cut   5.60 lbs.
8” x 10” Full-Size Cut   5.70 lbs.
10” x 12” Shooter’s Cut   7.85 lbs.
10” x 12” Swimmer’s Cut  7.65 lbs.
10” x 12” Full-Size Cut   8.69 lbs.
11” x 14” Shooter’s Cut   10.66 lbs.
11” x 14” Swimmer’s Cut  10.43 lbs.

HARD ARMOR
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20260-X PLATE

MADE IN USA

HARD ARMOR
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8” x 10”      Shooter’s Cut  3.5 lbs.
8” x 10”      Full Size  3.8 lbs.
10” x 12”    Shooter’s Cut  5.0 lbs.
10” x 12”    Full Size 5.5 lbs.
7.25” x 11.5”          SAPI/ESAPI 3.6 lbs.
8.75” x 11.75”        SAPI/ESAPI 4.5 lbs.
9.5” x 12.5” SAPI/ESAPI 5.2 lbs.
10.25” x 13.25” SAPI/ESAPI 6.1 lbs.
11” x 14” SAPI/ESAPI 6.9 lbs.

Sizes Available: 8” x 10”, 10”x12”
Curvature: Multi-Curve (8”x10” and 10”x12”)
Construction: Polyethylene and Ceramic     Thickness: 1.25”

NIJ  0101.06 Level III+ Stand Alone Plate

Also available in 6”x6” and 6”x8”

Rounds defeated:
• 5.56mm x 45mm (M855 / SS109)
• 7.62mm x 39mm (PS Ball / MSC)
• 7.62mm x 51mm (M80)
• 5.56mm X 45mm (M193)

BALLISTIC PERFORMANCE

10079 PLATE
NIJ  0101.06 Level IV Stand Alone Plate 

Sizes Available: 6”x8”, 8”x10”, 10”x12”

Curvature: Triple Curve

Construction: Alumina Ceramic / Aramid

Thickness: 1.0”

*Weight for 6”x8”:  Full-Size Cut is 3.2 lbs.

*Weight for 8”x10”:  Shooter’s Cut is 4.9 lbs.                                  

                                      Full-Size Cut is 5.3 lbs.

*Weight for 10” x 12”:  Shooter’s Cut is 7.5 lbs. 

                                     Full-Size Cut is 7.9 lbs.

Rounds defeated:
• 7.62mm x 63mm (.30-06-CAL), 166-grain M2AP
• 5.56mm x 45mm, 60-grain Partition (.223 Remington)
• 7.62mm x 39mm PS BALL/MSC
• 7.62mm x 51mm, 149-grain M80 FMJ
• 7.62mm x 39mm API BZ
• 5.56mm x 45mm (M855)

BALLISTIC PERFORMANCE

NIJ 0101.06 Level III Stand Alone Plate
Curvature: Single Curve
Construction: Steel
Thickness: 0.38”

Rounds defeated:
• 5.56mm x 45mm, 62-grain FMJ (M855)
• 7.62mm x 51mm, 147-grain FMJ (M80)
• 7.62mm x 39mm, 123-grain (PS Ball/MSC)
• 5.56mm x 45mm, 55-grain Ball (M193) Velocities up to 2960 FPS

BALLISTIC PERFORMANCE
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PASGT

HELMETS
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ACH-MICH HELMET
The ACH-MICH helmet was designed to replace the in-service PASGT helmet. The ACH-MICH helmet features a  
reduced weight, higher cut at the back and sides and removal of the front peak. This new low profile helmet  
provides excellent compatibility with communications equipment, gas masks and helmet mounted night vision  
goggles. The helmet is tested to and exceeds the US ACH mil spec for 2,4,16,64 and 17 gr fragments.

The PASGT is a US military design helmet that is manufactured with state of the art advanced high strength 
multi-layered Aramid composites. Laminated under heat and pressure, this produces a helmet that offers excellent 
bullet resistance and minimal deformation. 

This helmet offers improved head stability with a 4 point adjustable harness, suede covered chip cup and nape 
strap.  It also features a wider cut design around the ears and collar to reduce interference from other equipment.

Protection level
NIJ 0106.01 Level IIIA, HP White 0401.01B Level IIIA and exceeds US 
mil spec for ACH helmet for 2, 4, 16, 64, 17 grain fragments.

Available Configurations
Both the ACH-MICH and ACH-MICH MID-CUT helmets come in either 
a US MIL Std or US LE ( Law Enforcement ) version. ACH-MICH-MIL 
and ACH-MICH-MIL MID-CUT come equipped with 7 pad suspension 
system, ACH-MICH-LE and ACH-MICH-LE MID-CUT come equipped 
with our standard Omega mesh harness system.

Weight
2.7 - 2.98 lbs

Protection level
The PASGT helmet has ballistic performance to NIJ 0106.01 and HO 
White 0401.01B.  Shock absorption against low velocity impact EN 397. 

Fragmentation Protection
Protection against fragments from V50 450m/sec (1480 fps) to V50 
700m/sec (2300 fps) according to STANAG 2920 (17gr FSP) and US 
MIL STD 662F.

Weight
2.9 - 3.2 lbs.

HELMETS
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ACH-MICH Mid - Cut

Omega Harness

Helmet Size Chart and Color Swatch
Size      Head Sizes              Circ                  Dia

Small     50-56cm           19”-22”      5½”-6½”

Medium     54-59cm           21”-23”      6½”-7¼”

Size      Head Sizes              Circ                  Dia

Large     57-64cm            22”-25”        7”-8”

X-Large     61-66cm            24”-26”        7½”-8½”Black Tan OD Green

7 Pad System

7 Pad System

The BOA® Retention Harness with Rapid Adjustment Dial is a stand-alone chinstrap which 
provides a dial-adjustable fit that can be adjusted on the go. The BOA® Closure System 
provides the ability to adjust fit, stabilize the helmet when running and in prone position, as 
well as increase comfort while remaining lightweight and durable. 

The BOA® System responds to the dynamic loading conditions of a modern combat helmet. 
It is capable of withstanding the additional weight of head borne accessories, reducing the 
need for accessories such as counterweights.

USI BOA® Chinstrap - Rapid Adjustment Dial
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POUCHES POUCHES

Point Blank’s modular pouches include a patented attachment system 
that negates the need for clips, snaps, plastic tie downs, and cordage.  
The attachment device is permanently affixed to the equipment  
assembly, so it cannot be lost or otherwise separated from the pocket, 
pouch, or holster. This system will not rust or become unserviceable even 
under the most extreme environmental conditions and it maintains its flexibility 
in frigid climates. No other tactical modular attachment system in the world 
today can compare with its simplicity, durability, and flexibility.

POUCH   COLORS   &   MATERIALS

5.5” H x  5“ W x 2.5“ D

• Internal Elastic MOLLE
• Heavy duty ambidextrous zipper
• Drainage hole
• 2x tuck strap MOLLE attachment

• Outer – 500D Cordura
• Inner – 500D Cordura

• Multicam - MUC
• OD Green - GND
• Black – BKA
• Ranger Green – GNR
• Coyote - COY

ZIPPER SMALL MISC UTILITY POUCH
PCHUP0

ZIPPER MEDICAL POUCH
PCHMD0

ZIPPER 8X4 HORIZONTAL UTILITY POUCH
PCHUP2

ZIPPER 4X8 VERTICAL UTILITY POUCH 
PCHUP3

SINGLE BUCKLE RADIO POUCH
PCHRD0

• Heavy duty ambidextrous zipper
• External MOLLE
• 1.5” x 3.5” ID panel
• Drainage hole

• 2x Tuck strap MOLLE Attachment
• Internal elastic MOLLE
• Includes Bungee secures
• Two internal Pockets

8.5” H x  4.5”  W x 2.5” D

5.25” H x  8.5” W x 2.5” D

• External MOLLE
• Internal Elastic MOLLE
• Heavy duty ambidextrous zipper
• Drainage hole
• 4x tuck strap MOLLE attachment

8.5” H x  4.5“ W x 2.375“ D

• External MOLLE
• Internal Elastic MOLLE
• Heavy duty ambidextrous zipper
• Drainage hole
• 2x tuck strap MOLLE attachment

5” H  x 3.5” W x 1.5” D

• Holds most personal radios
• Adjustable height Buckle flap closure 
• Bungee retention option included
• Drainage hole 
• 2x tuck strap MOLLE attachment
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